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Personal injury law blogs : Running feeds of disaster 

Personal injury law: There are many excellent blogs published by personal injury lawyers. 

But all too many plaintiff’s lawyers think blogging is all about posting a litany of accidents 

that resulted in horrific injuries. 

Such lawyers, or people the lawyers hire, scour newspaper feeds for accident headlines. They 

paraphrase the story for an injury law blog post linking words such as ‘accident’ or ‘wrongful 

death’ to the lawyer’s website. 

Seattle plaintiff’s trial lawyer and past President of the Washington State Association for 

Justice, Karen Koehler, calls these blogs a “Running feed of disaster.” 

The worst are the headline grabbers, I call them the ‘tragic headline grabbers. They just grab 

the tragic headlines and post them one after the other after the other. It’s like a running feed 

of disaster. 

Koehler points out how short sighted this for good lawyers. 

You’re creating a brand and so, if you’re a tragic headline grabber, that’s your brand, and 

you’re going to be lumped in with all the other tragic headline grabbers. You will be 

indistinguishable. People don’t put enough thought into ‘What kind of brand am I building? 

What kind of reputation do I want to have? 

And for a personal injury lawyer your reputation is your most precious asset. 

Last week I received a request to join my LinkedIn Legal Blogging Group from from a Web 

design professional. She tells me “I write two legal blogs: washingtoninjuryattorneyblog.com 

and seattlecaraccidentlawyerblog.com.” 

Wondering how a Web design person writes a law blog I checked the blogs out. 

The blog posts I saw were largely a ‘headline watch, paraphrase a news story, and link words 

in the blog post to the law firm’s website or other blogs.’ 

Look at one post from March 6. Seven words or phrases in the post link to the law firm 

website or other blogs published by the law firm. 

Vehicular Homicide 

Winthrop-area car accident 

Shangrow was killed on July 31 

Vehicular Homicide, RCW 46.61.52 

RCW 46.61.667 



The Farber Law Group 

Wrongful death lawsuits 

Seven links only if you exclude the four links to related blog posts by the law firm linked 

from this one blog post and the obligatory four more links to the firm’s website in the shout 

out in the blog post to ‘Contact The Farber Law Group’ or ‘attorney@hgfarber.com’ at our 

‘Seattle’ or ‘Bellevue’ offices. 

That’s 15 links to the law firm’s website or blogs in one post. To me, that shouts “I’m going 

for SEO, who cares about respect for injury victims, who cares about our reputation as a law 

firm, and who cares about the declining reputation of lawyers.” I don’t know how you call it 

writing a blog. 

The crazy part is that type of blogging doesn’t perform as well in search as true blogging by 

plaintiff’s lawyers. And it certainly will not bring in the work good plaintiffs’ lawyers bring 

in via their word of mouth reputation, a reputation enhanced by good blogging. 

I was a plaintiff’s trial lawyer for seventeen years. I saw the advent of the Internet as the 

great equalizer for good lawyers. In the last few years of my practice, I used the Internet to 

help people by sharing insight and information. Work via the Internet came by word of 

mouth from people who trusted me. 

When I started LexBlog, I saw one of my goals as helping people by helping good lawyers 

enhance their reputation as a trusted and reliable authority. I didn’t see the running feeds of 

disaster in the offing. 

Running feeds of disaster on multiple fronts. A disaster to a lawyer’s reputation. A disaster in 

taste in using accident victims for your pecuniary gain. And a disaster to the reputation of our 

legprofession. 
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